424 Clothing for Middle School
Intermediate Level (Grades 5-9 only)

Members taking more than one clothing project in the same year need to meet specific guidelines available from the FCS Educator.

1. Make at least one garment with sleeves or a skirt or pants plus a top.

2. Complete all Guidelines on Page 5 of the project book. Guideline #3 tells specifically what you are to construct.

3. Bring to Interview Judging:
   b. Completed Style Review Commentary sheets.
   c. Complete outfit worn for the total look.
   d. Pattern used for garment.
   e. Bring a sample of understitching to Interview Judging or show an example of it on the garment you made.
   f. Bring the warm/cool collage mentioned on Page 12, the fabric collage and line collage on Page 14 (total of 3 collages).
   g. One item you repaired (Pages 27, 28, 29). Warm/cool colors collage; fabric collage (Page 12), line collage (Page 14).

4. Be prepared to discuss:
   a. Information presented in project book.
   b. Why you selected pattern and fabric.
   c. Construction of garment.
   d. Care of garment.
   e. How you made the repair you brought.

5. Exhibit at the fair:
   a. Article(s) made. (Project book does not qualify as an exhibit.)

**Note:** 4-H’er needs to bring project on a hanger and change prior to judging. 4-H’er should plan to leave project (for judges to look at) and return in evening for Style Review.
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